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Spotlight
In one of these movies, the biopic Rita Hayworth: The Love Goddess, Fellowes was cast as the chauffeur and amanuensis to Aly
Khan, Hayworth’s third husband; the chauffeur also serves as a
confidant to the troubled Hayworth—precisely the kind of sexually
unthreatening, shoulder-to-cry-on figure that Fellowes had himself
been in deb circles. As Lynda Carter remembers it, Fellowes assumed this role for her in real life, too. “That was a very difficult time
for me, with a lot of inner turmoil because my first marriage had
just broken up,” she said. “Julian was one of those people you gravitated towards just because he was so … nice.”
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After returning to England, Fellowes met
S e e o u r
the pretty Emma Kitchener, 15 years his
c ov e rag e o f
junior and, at six feet, several inches taller.
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The two were married in 1990 and have
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one child, a 21-year-old son named after Fellowes’s father, Peregrine. A formidable social force in her own right,
Emma is, literally, a towering figure on the charity circuit, administering the Lord Kitchener National Memorial Fund, which provides
college scholarships to the sons and daughters of military personnel.
Emma also serves as her husband’s de facto story editor. Downton doesn’t run on the American model, with a beehive of writers
batting around ideas and dividing up the work; Fellowes writes the
entire thing, which, this coming season, means seven episodes, two
of which (numbers one and six) are two hours long, with the finale
running 90 minutes. Emma is the first to read each script, before it
gets passed on to Carnival Films, the production company behind
the show. “She does a whole tier of notes,” said Fellowes, “and I usually do what she says.” Asked what significant contributions Emma
has made to Downton Abbey, he didn’t hesitate. “Bates’s being lame,”
he said. “She said, ‘I think you ought to have a disabled character.’
And it was brilliant, because it meant Robert had to be much more
invested in hiring him. Their relationship became more layered.”
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How Do They Duet?

The Society of Dorset Men
ndustrious and prolific as he appears, Fellowes proclaims
himself a “closet lazy person” as a writer, someone for whom
there are days when “which raindrop will make it down the
windowpane first is an obsession.” He is not an all-nighter
man; the Downton scripts are written in concentrated bursts
within the confines of civilized hours. On a typical workday
at his manor house in Dorset (where scenes from the Gwyneth Paltrow movie Emma were filmed; the Felloweses also maintain a flat
in London near Sloane Square), he will take his time with breakfast
and the morning papers, because, he said, “when I flurry through
breakfast, I feel as though I never catch up.” He’ll work from about
9:15 to noon, break for lunch, and then barrel through to 6 p.m., at
which point, he said, “I tend to slightly run out of puff.” For all their
latter-day Grantham-ness—Emma with her charities, Julian with his
exalted position as president of the Society of Dorset Men, a local association whose meetings are accompanied by wedges of crumbly local cheese, Dorset Blue Vinney—the couple, when on their own, typically take their supper at home in front of the TV. It’s more elegant
than it sounds. “We have a screening room and we’re never out of
it,” Fellowes said. “It’s very luxurious, like having a tray in a cinema.”
Fellowes’s career shift toward writing began in the 1990s, when,
through mutual acquaintances, he became friendly with Ileen
Maisel, an American film executive who had moved to London
to open Paramount Pictures’ office there. “We just hit it off and
started having weekly breakfasts at Claridge’s,” she said. “Julian
had the time back then because he wasn’t in demand.” Maisel was
trying, with some degree of frustration, to contin u ed on page 2 1 6
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Hyung-ki Joo

ny words I might scribble
and Aleksey
about the funniest men to
Igudesman,
grace theaters and concert photographed in
New York City.
halls today could only fizzle
like a damp squib. Violinigudesman and
clothing
ist Aleksey Igudesman met pianist Hyung-ki Joo at Joo wear
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the prestigious Yehudi Menuhin School, in England,
when they were just 12 years old. It was hatred at first sight, and
Leningrad-born Igudesman would, for no good reason, bully,
hit, and spit at Joo, if only possibly because Aleksey felt superior to the British-born Korean. That initial mutual dislike very
soon morphed into mutual admiration and respect, and so was
born a comedy duo that takes the classics—Bach, Brahms, Mozart, and company—scatters their notes like confetti, and makes
sense of them. Igudesman and Joo are, in their own right, extremely talented concert artistes who, when they get together,
produce the craziest, most hysterically funny music ever. Their
humor is at times reminiscent of the best of Victor Borge, the
Marx Brothers, Jack Benny, and Jerry Lewis. They’ll be at the
Kennedy Center, in Washington, D.C., and at Yale this month,
on their North American tour. Who knows who might join them
onstage? Many musicians—Emanuel Ax, Joshua Bell, Billy
Joel—have already done so, as have such actors as John Malkovich and yours truly. Yes, they are so insane that this creakingly old performer took the diabolical liberty to sing along with
the duo. Go see them. They are brilliant. Please believe me. My
— SIR ROGER MOORE
Word Is My Bond. 
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